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Function 

Measurement 

Table 1. 41458 Major Specifications 

Specifieation5 

• Stimulus/Mea$llrement Unit (SMU) . . . . .  

Volta!e Output/Voltage Measurement Range: 
Max. Resolution: ImY Basic Accuracy: 

Curler.t Output/Current Measurement Range: 
Mu. Resolution: IpA Basic Accurac;:y: 

• VOltage Monitors . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  

Vohage Measurement Range: 
Mu. Resolution: 

• Voltage Sources 

IOO�V 

. . 

t20V 
Basic Accuracy: 

. . . .  - . 

Voltage Output Range: t20V 
Max. Resolution: ImY Basic Accuracy: 

Function 

4 channels 
tlOOV 
0.1% Display 
tlOOmA 
0.3% 

2 channels Graphics 
Analysis 

0.2% 

2 channels 
Miscellaneous 

0.5" 

Specifications 

6-inch, high resolution CRT. 
Four display modes: 
Graphics, List, Matrix, and 
Schmoo. 

Softkeys, U�, Function, 
BuilHn calculator. 

Flexible Disk, HP-IB Inter-
face. Plotter Output Func-
tion, External CRT Monitor 
Terminals, Special Test Fix-
tures. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

The HP Model 41458 Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer 
is a fuUy automatic, high perfonnance instrument de
signed to measure, analyze, and graphicaUy display the DC 
parameters and characteristics of diodes, transistors, ICs, 
solar cells, and wafers during the fabrication process. 

In semiconductor R and D laboratories, the 41458 pro
vides precise characteristics evaluation. an important step 
in the development of flew high performance devices, and 
gives design engineers ;10 easy to use method of device 
parameter acquisition - an essential element in Computer 
Aided Design (CAD). 

On the production line, the 41458 provides real-lime 
feedback on wafer eva.luation, improving the semicon· 
ductor process and incn:asing production yields. 

For semiconductor ene. users, the 41458 is ideal for 
circuit design applications and incoming inspection. 

This Application Note is intended for first-time users 
of the 414�8. It conta�ns fairly detailed descriptions of 
the 41458's basic functions and capabilities, plus many 
examples of actual measurements, specifically those for 
bipolar transistors, MOSFETs. and solar cells. It is in· 
tended, also, to help semiconductor R and D labs and 
production facilities produce new devices with higher 
qualily and more funcILI)ns. 
Table 1 lists the major specifications of the 41458. 

2. HP4145B FUNCTIONS 
AND OPERATION 

Until recently, semiconductor laboratories and manufac· 
turers interested in automatic evaluation of the various 
DC parameters of semi(:onductors and other electronic 
devices had to purchase an expensive, complex test sys
tem consisting of many discrete instruments. A1though 
fast il.nd powerful, such systems have several inherent 
drawbacks that can', be overlooked if accurate, repeat
able, and truly automatic measurements are to be made. 

Software development, for example, requires a consider
able investment in time :md engineering manpower. Also, 
switching is perfonned by a relay matrix, which, although 
automatic, is a prime s.)urce of measurement error, es· 
pecially in low-current measurements. 

The 41458 solves these problems and in doing so provides 
an attractive alternative to an expensive test system. It is 
fast, easy to operate, fully automatic, and offers accuracy 
and resolution that equal or surpass those of many so
phisticated test systems. 

2. 1 Features 
• The complete range of semiconductor DC parameters 

can be quickly and accurately evaluated with this one 

stand-alone instrument. 

Measurement, analYSiS, and display of parameters such as 
VT• gm. hFE• early voltage, and many more are easily ob
tained. Operator responsibilities consist of keying in 
infonnation (channel names, source modes and functions, 
oUlput parameters. graphic;: scaling factors, etc.) as in-. 
structed by system messages appearing on the CRT. 
For device measurement and stimulation, the 4J45B is 
equipped with four programmable source/monitor units 
(SMUs). 
Each SMU can be programmed to function as a voltage 
source/current monitor CV mode) or a current source/ 
voltage monitor (I mode). Mode changes and channel 
reassignment are fully automatic, eliminating test lead 
connection changes. This feature simplifies operation 
and significantly increases measurement speed and re
liability. 

• High resolution and sensitivity 

. Each SMU can output and measure up to lOOmA and 
JOOY. Resolution is extremely high - IpA (fuIl 4-digits) 
and I mY (4.� digit�), respectively. Resolution of the 
voltage monitors is particularly high - lOOpY - making 
the system a valuable asset in measuring resistivity and 
sheet resistance of devices stimulated by low current 
sources. This feature is also valuable in evaluating the off
set voltage characteristics of paired transistors and opera
tional amplifiers. 
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• The built-in fle�ibte-disc drive allows you to store your 
own measurement setups and measurement results. 

Up to 240 user-generated measurement sewps or 105 
sets of measurement lesults can be stored on a single disc. 
Stored measurement setups can be quickly recaUed with 
a few simple keystrokes, significantly reducing the setup 
time for new measurements. The auto-sequence function 
(described in Section 5) allows you to link stored meas· 
urement setups for complete, one-step characterization of 
a device. 

• HP·IB" lets you build. an automatie test system tailor-

made to meet the requirements of your operation. 

The 4145B can be remotely controlled via the HP-IB 
(Hewlett·Packard Interface Bus), a carefully defined 
instrument interface which Simplifies systemizalion of 
programmable instruments and computers. Clear, multi
colored hard·copies of infonnalion displayed on the CRT 
can be obtained by simply connecting an HP-IB com
patible plotter/printer to the 414?8. No controller is 
required. By connecting a controller and using simple 
HP-CL (Hewlett-Packard Graphics Language) commands, 
you can display additional infonnation (notes, comments, 
overlay plots, etc.) on the CRT, or you can blank the CRT 
and use it as an independent graphics display. The 41458 
has the functional capabilities and HP-IB provides the 
means for building a powerful semiconductor test system. 
For more details on systemization, refer Section 6 . 



2. 2 Getting Started 

Throughout this application n(lte, 0 will represent a 
softkey function and 0 ..... ill represent a front panel 
key_ Softkey functions are displayed on the CRT and 
change depending on the page being displayed. Additional 
softkey functions are displayed by pressing the El 
softkey. 

CD Measurement Setup 

Setting up, or programming, a measurement is similar 10 
mHog out a blank form. On the 41458, though, the blank 
forms are called pages, and fo:, measurement setup there 
are three: CHANNEL DEFINITION page (Figure 5), 
SOURCE SET UP page (Figure 6), and MEAS & DiSP 
MODE SET UP page (Figure 7). A moveable field-pointer 
( .. ) is displayed on each page and is used to select the 
field into which data is to be entered. System messages 
are displayed on the eRT and guide the operator through 
the setup procedure. Depending on the location of the 
field-pointer, data is entered wi,th the softkeys, alphabetic 
k,ys. 0' num,,', k,ys. �:1 ,,, contoll'd by th' B 
and 8 keys. The � key can be pressed at any 
time to return to the M page. 

® Measurement 

Measurement can be executed :mly when the GRAPHICS 
PLOT, LIST DISPLAY, MATR1X DISPLAY, or SCHMOO 
PLO '8' (' d,s,'d@M ement is executedby the 

SK.l.£ , II£P(..I' • or »'PEN) key, and is stopped by 
the $''''' key. hen S'HGl.E is pressed, the results of 
the preVIOUS measurement are cleared from the display � buffers. before mea"urement is made. When � js pressed, however, be display and data buffers 
are not cleared and the new measurement results ale dis-

F 

played oyer the results of the previous measurement. 
Mmu"m'"t('j'tion tim' 's�, with th' (-). � , and LCf'IG keys. The � key turns on the 
S�uto-cali ration function. With this function turned 
on, the SMUs perform self-calibration every five minutes. 

@ Auto-Sequence Function 
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-� Pressing the AUTO SEQ &URlISTOP) keystarts the Auto-
Sequence program. Pressing it again during program exe
cution stops the program. When Auto·Sequence executes 
a PAUSE command, it temporarily halts execution of the 
measurement procedUre. Pressing the 8 key restarts 
the p rogram. For further details, see Section 5. 

@ Analysis Functions 

The MARKER dial and CURSOR keys control the marker 
and cursors (SHORT and LONG) on the measurement dis
play pages. Pressing the I MARK(JI Isoftkey displays a marker 
which can be positioned at any measurement point along 
a planed curve. 

Pressing the 15IO!1 CUl!SOIII or Il�WlSOIII softkey displayes a 
cursor which can be positioned at any point in the plot 
area. The X-axis, YI-axis, Yl-axis values of the marker and 
,ucso' 10''''ons '" d't;ri on th, (RT. 'boY< th' ptot 
area. When El or UM: l is pressed, two short cursors 
connected by a straight me are displayed. The gradient 
(GRAO) and inverse gradient (l/GRAD) of the line and 
the X and Y intercepts are displayed below the plot area. 
One of the cursors is highlighted and can be moved with 
the CURSOR keys. To move the other cursor, press the I � I softkey. 

The long and short cursors can also be used for horizontal 

" .. ( ,..,,,.,, .... , 
.. ,"" _ . q Cl 0 () 

0 CD 0 
." .,,' -" 

00 c::::'. 
,� C 

-, 

.....,c .. 

L' c::::' 
("'''' 



• 

and vertical zoom.in/Zrm
-
out (IB ' B . CO ' DJ) �ecentering ( -- ....-... ) the plot area. When � is pressed, the plot area is automatically 

centered on the cursor, without changing the relative 
posWon of th ' eu,so< .od plott,d cu",,,. O;SP"Y'I: PIO,( 
can be temporarily stored and redispJayed by the �rORE 

and I RF.:CAU.I softkeys. Thus, overlay plots can be eas t y ob· 
tained. 

<ID Display 
Measurement setup pages, softkey functions, and meas
urement results are displayed on a built-in CRT. Meas
urement results can be displayed in one of four display 
modes: Graphics, List, Matrix, or Schmoo. 

® Flexible-Disc Drive 
The built-in flexible-disc drive accommodates one double
sided, double density micrc-flexible disc. Each disc furnim
ed with the 41458 contains the necessary operating system 
software, four general pUl'pOse measurement setups, and 
enough space to ,tore up to 240 user-generated measure
ment setups or 105 sets of measurement reSUlt\Datj Hling 
(store and recall) is performed by the 8, Gl;T ,and C UECUT£ ) keys_ Examples 'Jf storing and recalling a meas
urement setup and measurement results are given below. 

• Measurement Setup (plOgram file, File type P) : 

i�:�) � ::' � ffi ffi ffi ffi � :: j 
Here, P is the file type and HFE is the me name. The 
file name must be unique, must begin with an alphabe· 
tic character, must contain alphanumeric characters 
only, and must not ext:eed six characters. 

.1'.1 ,IIO&U 1Y'ST .nm,llll! � ... " .. . ...... � , ��----------------�4L� 

• Measurement Results (Data file, file t D) : 
(Store) 8008 EnCllT£ 

(RecaJl) G 0 0 G UECVft 

<!) Edit Functions 
Data and commands keyed in from key-groups 6, 8 , 
and 9 are displa ed on the CRT's keyboard input line 
unHI (��) o, m� iSP�;stY'rata C"b) 
edited by using t e BACIt,�, DD.m: , and ��T 

keys. Pressing ( Q.£M) erases all data frOm t e keyboard 
input line. Pressing (R[CA0 redisplays previously entered 
or executed data. 

® Data Entry and calculator Functions 
Numeric va1ues, alphabetic characters. arithmetic oper
ators, engineering units, and certain physicaJ constants for 
measurement setup, user function definition, keyboard 
calculations, and other instrument operations are entered 
from this key group. Key functions tbel)Cd in blue and 
green are available only when the I ..... key or 8 

. key has been pressed. Additional arithmetic operators 
- LOG, LN, ABS, EXP (base of natural logs) and·· (ex
ponentiation) - are also available. For example, to cal-

cula" 

(
' �5 (f"qu,ntly usod ;n somkonducto, wo,k) • 

koy;n �. 0008888880 
00:D8000GG8(i)� 
The result, 12.01OE + 09, will be displayed on the CRT. 
To enter a number using scientific notation, 5 x 10-11 for 

example, key in 0GGCD8. Also, implied 
multiplication is not allowed. 

® Hard-Copy Function 
Hard-copies of information displayed on the CRT can be 
made by connecting an HP-IS compatible Plotr 5r 
plotter/printer to �B, pressing 8 or PRHT , 
and then pressing � . Plot area is user-specifiable 
within the limits of the plotter. The format is as follows: 

PLOT Xmin, Ymin, Xmax, Ymax 

To stop a PLOT or PRINT operation press the 8 key 
or ( PRIHT) key again. 
Recommended plotters are the HP7440A Plotter, and 
HP7475A Plotter. Others may be used but they must 
have a LISTEN ONLY mode. Refer to Figure 1 on the 
next page for more details. 

@ Data Entry Key 
The ( £NIDI) key is used to enter channel names, user·func
tion names and expressions, output parameters, com
ments, etc . 

@ Execute Key 
The �EOJT9 key is used to execute GET, SAVE, PRINT, 
PLOT, PURCE, and REPACK commands, and keyboard 
calculations. 
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2. 3 Measurement Preparation 

2.3.1 Test Fixture, OUT, and Plotter Connections 

16058·61603 
Triaxial Gables 

41458 Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer 

Plotter or Printer 

16058A Test Fixture 

IB 

Rear Panel 

16058-61604 
System Gable tor 16058A 
Test Fixture 

Connection Diagram 

SMU-2 

Q LJ 
I, 

SMU-3 

r-:®'1 e �  
/0 le B ff NPN � Transistor 

E 

Figure 2. 

HP 

Notes: When making PLOT hard-copies. the plotter 
or plotter/printer must be set to LISTEN 
ONLY mode. 

Figure 1. 

OUT Connection and 16058A Test Fixture 

tJ 

(IIJ�.,. .• " •• 

, .. ' , 

-0-0-0 
'0-0-0 
-0-0-0 

c_ ..... _ 
' ..... H 

, ::..=..:: �, ' 
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@Transistor 
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Figure 3. 
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2. 3. 2 Measurement Example 

The basic measuremen! procedure of the 41458 is best 
described by making an actual measurement. In the 
following example we will measure and graphically dis
play the charac.teristic5 of an NPN transistor connected 
for common emitter operation. 8ase-emitter voltage will 
be swept and the resultant base and collector currents 
will be measured. 

CD Test Fixture and OUT Connections 

Turn off the 41458 and connect the 16058A Test Fix
ture as shown in FigllIe I. S'et the 41458's VOLTAGE 
SELECTOR switch and FILTER switch as appropriate 
for the AC line-voltage and frequency. Set up the 
16058A's Personality :Soard as shown in Figure 3 and 
insert a transistor into Ihe DUT socket. Insert one of the 
furnished discs into the 4145B (Jabel facing up), then 
turn on the 41458. 

® Menu Page 

When the 41458 is turned on, it will first read a portion 
of the operating systen software stored on the disc and 
will then perform a brief self-test, after which it will 
display the MENU page shown in Figure 4. The softkey 
functions displayed on this page are for page selection. 
Any page listed on the MENU can be displayed by press
ing the corresponding softkey. (The softkey for the 
DIAGNOSTICS page is displayed by pressing the B 
softkey.) For our measurement, we will use only the 
CHANNEL DEFINITION page, SOURCE SET UP page, 
and MEAS & DISP MODE SET UP page. The CHAN
NEL DEFINITION page must be set up first, so press 
the 11 ���,. I softkey or the ( NUl ) key. 

@ CHANNEL DEFINITION 

On this page we will select the channels (SMUs, voltage 
sources, and voltage monitors) to be used in the meas
urement, assign source and monitor names, and specify 
source modes and functions. The initial setup on this 
page is for general use and is not appropriate for the 
measurement we want to make. It must be changed to 
the setup shown in Figure S. To do this, move the field
pointer ( ... ) to the NAME V field of SMUl and then 

press the! f�;c Isoftkey. This will automatically change 
the measur ment setUJl to one that is more appropriate 
for measurement of bipolar transistors. A few simple 
changes remain to be made, however. To make these 
changes, first make sure that the field-pointer is in the 
NAME V field of SMut, then perform the following key 
sequence: 

The CHANNEL DEFINITION page should now look a s  
that shown in Figure 5. Note that one of the user func
tions has been defmed as HFE ;;; le/lB' )t can be quickly 
changed by moving the field-pointer to the USER FCfN 
NAME field and entering the NAME, UNIT, and EX
PRESSION. Variables can be used in the expression but 
are limited to the channel names specified in the NAME 
V and NAME I fields. With the present setup, for ex· 
ample, the only variables that can be used in a user
function expression are VE, VB, Vc, fE,lB' and le. 

The next step in setting up the measurement is to defme 
the output parameters (output voltage, current, com
pliance, etc.) for the source channels. This is done on 
the SOURCE SET UP page. To display the SOURCE 
SET UP page, press 8-

Figure 5. 

Figure 4. 
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@ Source Setup 
On this page we will set the output parameters for each 
SMU selected on the CHANNEL DEFINITION page. 
Note that the so urce names -VE, Vs, and Vc - are al· 
ready entered in the appro?riale fields. VE is entered in 
the VARI NAME field because it is the V name of a 
voltage source (V MODE) whose SOURCE FCTN is 
VARI. Similarly, Ve and Vc arc listed under CON
STANT because th ey are the V names of common 
sources (COM MODE) whose SOURCE FCTN's afe 
CONST. 

For OUT measurement, we must set up this page as shown 
in F igure 6. To do this, nove the field·point er 10 the 
V."RI SWEEP MODE field and then perform the follow· 
ing key sequence: 

BG8G�)008G 
0008880088 

When measurement is made, the base-emitler voltage, 
VE, will be linearly swept from QV to -O.9V in -lOmV 
steps. 

After all conditions have �en set, press 8 to dis· 
play the MEAS & DISP MODE SET UP page. 

@ Display Mode Sdectkm and Setup 
On this page we will select the mode for displaying the 
measurement results. Four modes are available - GRA
PHICS, LIST, MATRIX, and SCHMOO. For our meas· 

urement, we will use the GRAPHICS display mode. 
Base-emitter voltage (VE) will be plotted along the X· 
axis, collector current (Ie) along t he Y,-3xis, and base 
current (18) along the Yraxis. See Figure 8 .  

T o  set u p  this page as shown i n  Figure 7 ,  perform the 
following key sequence: 

�GBG8G88 
0088(38808 

After all condi ti ons have been set, press 8 to dis

play the GRAPHICS PLOT page. 

Figure 6. 

Figure 7. 
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CID Measurement and Display 
All measurement conditions have been set and the 
4145B is now ready to make the measurement. Close 
the test fixture lid (shields the DUT from RFI and EMI 
sources) and press the (>IlIGlL) key. The 414SB wUl begin 
sweeping the base·emitter voltage. VEt from OV to 
-O.9V in -lOmV steps. The resultant collector current. 
le. and base current. lB. will be measured at each VE 
step and plotted on the CRT as shown in Figure 8. The 
curve with the more acute slope is collector current. and 
the other curve is base current. 

Pressing the 8 sof�key dis la s additional softkey 
functions. For example. the GRTCL �K softkey replaces � lines with tick·marks a ong each axis; the �softkey allows entry of comments of up to 30 
characters; the I t\"�£ Isoftkey rescales the plot area to 
provide optimum display of measurement results. 

<2> Marker Function 
Measurement results at each measure�p can be 
digitally displayed by pressing the � softkey. 
When the MARKER Ilial is rotated, the marker will 
move along the plotted curve and the X. VI and V1 
coordinates will be displayed above the plot area. 

Thel Mt:'p£fl Iwftkey moves the marker to the next curve 
in multi-curve measurements (see Figure 12). 

The marker can be used to Simplify keyboard calcula
tions. For example, to calculat�EAth�a� posi
tion in Figure 8. key in (0 l.:.J 10 L.:.J l!) C U£CUTE). It is not necessary to input the numeric values. 

@ Line and Cursor Functions 
Pressing thel LII£ � l softkey displays a solid straight line 
(LINE I) or a dashed st.-aight line (LINE 2) between two 
short cursors, as shown in Figure 9. Both lines can be 
displayed at the same tme but only one can be moved. 
The gradient (GRAD). inverse gradient (l/GRAD), X
ax..is intercept. and Y·axis intercept of each line are dis· 
played below the plot area. Of the two cursors displayed 
with each line. one will be highlighted and can be moved 
(line also moves�b the CURSOR keys ( 8. CQ). 
8.O, and ��T ). 

To move th� at er cursor, press the I c::f I softkey. 
The line gradient can be input directly ftom the key
board by first pressing the I v�� ! softkey. For ex
ample. to display a line whose gradient is el, perform 
the following key sequ�nce: 

I '��II ,�� l�vG000G 
800E)8 

�� Another helpful function is the I '.:"� I softkey. When 
pressed (marker must he on), the cursor will automati

cally move to the marker position. 

Figure 8. 

Figure 9. 
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3. IMPORTANCE OF DC PARAMETRIC 
EVALUATION 

The need for accurate measurement and evaJuation proce
dures in the design and fabrication of integrated circuits 
is widely recognized in the semiconductor industry. The 
414SB provides the R & D :ab or production facility with 
a powerful tool for use in e\'31uating DC parameters of les 
in the design stage. or for use on the production line to 
evaluate processes, It is also a valuable asset in the design 
of electronic circuits emplcying semiconductors in their 
circuitry . 

• Evaluating DC parameters in le design 
In order to design an effective integrated cirCUit, it is im· 
portant for the design engir.eer to have a thorough under
standing of the electrical .:haracteristics of the devices 
going into the le. (And this includes both their perform
ance and limitations.) To properly evaluate a diode, 
saturation current (Is), dynamic resistance (rd), and break
down voltage (BV) must he known. And in evaluating 
bipolar transistors, it is important 10 know forward 
current gain (hFE) at the ·;ollector, collector saturation 
voltage (VCE(sal»), early voltage (V A), and breakdown 
voltage (BVCEO and others). Punch-through voltage and 
characteristics under stimulation by a constant-current 
source, as well as paired characteristics (6VSE) of a 
transistor must also be known. 

In evaluating MOS transistors, drain characteristics and 

threshold voltage (VT) mu�1 be known, along with their 
basic effects. Channel conductance (Gds), load current 
characteristics, the relationship between beta and trans
mission characteristics when used in an inverter circuit, 
and sub-threshold voltage characteristics must also be 
measured. 

• Evaluating DC pJrameten as a process monttoring step 

in semiconductor fabrication 
The effectiveness of the 41458 in process evaluation dur

ing semiconductor fabrication is enhanced by the use of 
TEG (Test Element Group), a .special evaluation device 
using DC parameter and C·-V characteristics data to ob
tain a wafer profile. 

However, not only does it make good sense to evaJuate 
electrical parameters during the fabrication process, but 
physical parameters are important _as well. An example 
of how the 41458 can be used here is through the use 
of sheet resistance (Rs), breakdown voltage, leakage 
current, threshold voltage and other DC parameters. 
Add these 10 C-V measUlemenls and you can see that 
they become very useful in evaJuating physical parameters 
such as oxide layer capacitance (Cox), oxide layer thick
ness (lox), surface charge density (Qss)' flat band voltage 
(VFB) and others. Statistic-al data can be compiled and 
analyzed. reducing process tluctuations to a minimum. 
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• Evaluating DC parameters in the design of electroni c 

response circuits 
In designing higher performance and better reliability into 
electronic circuits, it is of foremost importance to know 
whether the semiconductor devices (lC's transistors, etc.) 
are capable of doing the job. Ideal operating points must 
be established under actuaJ operating conditions, and en
vironmentaJ factors (temperature, humidity) must be 
characterized and accounted for. 

Figure 10 shows the development/production flow of an 
le, and Table 2 lists the major DC parameters and charac
teristics requiring evaluation during the design and fabrica
tion stage. 

ci",,,r.ll��nl l':���� 
f.tt.m " 

TEG p rotO type 

-1 ,�"'reMlIl1 of, I dn"'.I>�t .. 
-, ".t_ 

I CAD "I 
<i,cuil "mul.lion 

..I <AA 
IC design Proea, desil/n 

I le p,OID type I 
EYlIIu.d .... 

lic m ..... f..,,",ing 

I Pl'DCe" .�a',,";"n 

Figure 10. Flow of IC design/manufacturing 

Table 2_ Imponant DC Parameten/CharacteristiC5 

Bipolar MOS 
Resistivity p Rcsislivily P 
S�t Resistance R, Sheet Resistaoce R, 

B,e�kdown BY Breakdown BY 

Current gain h" Transconductance gm 
Saturalion V VeE( .. , ) TJueshold V V, 
Saluralion , I, On resistance ',. 
Collector output R R, uakage current I, 
Collector R " 
Emiller R " 
B�R " 
Bue·Emittu V" 

IC-VCEIIB 10 -\'os IVes 
hFE -le vT -VSUB 
VB.; -le 
VBE -Ill 



4. APPLICATION 

4. 1 Evaluating Bipolar Devices 

Application Example 1 :  Static Collector Characteristics 

In this example, the static collector characteristics of an 
NPN transistor will be measured and graphically dis
played. Results will be anaJyzed to obtain early voltage 
(VA) and collector output resistance (Rc). 

Connect the DUT as shown in Figure 11 and set up the 
CHANNEL DEFINITION, SOURCE SET UP, and MEAS 
& DlSP MODE SET UP pages as shown at the right. Next, 
display the GRAPHICS PLOT page and press the (SINGU:) 
key, 

Using the line Function, draw a straight line between 
points A and B (see Figure 12). Collector Qutput resist· 
ance and early voltage can now be read directly from the 
eRT from the I/GRADand X intercept values, respective. 
ly, In this example, output resistance is 2.81 kll and early 
voltage is-16.IV. 

Early voltage is a particularly important DC parameter for 
computer·aided design. On many systems, however, it can 
be obtained only by manual line-extrapolation techniques. 
As shown here, though, the 41458 calculates this para· 
meter and displays the result on the CRT, allowing direct 
Tearlout. 

We will use this measu:ement setup again in Section 5, so 
now would be a good time to store it on the disc. Perform 
the following key sequence: 

800C:)08(m�) 

SMU-3 
I 

C "1:'-c-vv71 
E 

[]SMU-I 
COM 

Figure 11. 
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Application Example 2: I, - VBE and 18 - VBE 
Characteristics 

One of the most important steps in evaluating semicon· 
ductor parameters is measuring collector current and base 
current as a function of base-tmitter voltage. These meas· 
urements can be graphically analyzed to obtain saturation 
current, collector current cnnstant, hFE - le character
istics, along with base resistance and recombination cur
rent characteristics. 

Here, ,connect the OUT as shown in Figure 13, then 
execute the measurement to display the collector current 
characteristics and base current characteristics illustrated 
in Figure 1,4, The upper characteristics curve represents 
collector current, which is usually expressed as le = 11 e 
(q (VBE - .'Brb)I.KT) + 12, 

In the above expression, 12 represents saturation current, 
11 is the collector current constant, and rb is the equi. 
valent base resistance when large DC �ignals are applied 10 
the base, 

Next, using the Line Function, connect points A and B 
with a straight line. The Y·a:"<.is intercept data can be read 
directly as 11 (I, "" 24.4 x 10-IS A). In this example, 
12 = OA, and can be ignored, 
To obtain Tb, move the m<lrker to a point (point C in 
Figure 14) where the collector curTent is the same as that 
at point A. Then using the cursor and marker data, calcu· 
late the voltage difference t>etween points A and C and 
divide the result by the base current at point C to obtain 
b", ,esislaV" 'b 800008008 
0CD0CD08G)(�) � 
The value for Tb is 96!l in :his example, 

Other applications using the� settings and connections in· 
clude obtaining rorward cumnt gain (hFE) at any point 
on the characteristics curve, This can be done by using 
the marker and keyboard calculations. 

SMU-2 

SMU-3 
I I r--T-II,-.-j--:=--, C le 

r-..:..I -{Ar--;I�B>-'H 
I I 

I. 

d;SMU- 1 L}J VE . 
Figure 13. 
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For example. key in 

GG000000GGM0 
or 80 0 8 0 GM0 . (Refer to Applica· 
tion Example 5 for the procedure on graphing hFE') 

Also, the Line Function .;an be used to draw a straight 
line with a gradient of q/2kT across the base current 
characteristics curve in the low current region to evaluate 
recombination current characteristics in the surface and 
deplelion layers. With a q/2kT gr adie nt at 300 kelvin, the 
key entries are as follows: 

I ��I.§, E)G88000 
08GOG)G00000 
G008E� 
Now, store this measurerr.ent setup on the disc. 

B000G:)800� 
Applieation Example 3: Emitter Resistance 

The series resistance of the emitter (re) of a bipolar Iran· 
sistor can be determined by stimulating the base with 
current and measuring the voltage between the collector 
and emitter. The inv er:;e of the characteristics curve 
gradient can thus be obtained. The connections for this 
setup are shown in Figure 15. 

The voltage between the collector and emitter (Ved will 
be shown on the X.axis, and (he Y·axis will graph the base 
current (Is). Figu re 16 shows the measurement results. 

Using the Line Function, connect points A and B with a 
straight line. The inverse gradient of the line can be read 
directly. The figure shows re to be 2.250. 

Name this measurement ;etup EMTR and store it on the 
disc for use in the Auto Sequence application examples in 

Section 5. 

I, 
E 

SMU-3 
�J le Ve 

[JSMU- I COM 
Figure 15. 
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Application Example 4: Collector Resistance 
Measurement of the series resistance of the collector (re) 
in a bipolar transisitor is similar to measuring emitter 
resistance re (previous example). Here, current is ap
plied to the base and collector. and the collector-emitter 
voltage (VCE) is measured. 

To characterize IB - VCE, two collector current values 
(lCt and 'C2) will be measured. The relatiortship between 
points ICI - [BI and IC2 - IB2 on the characteristics 
curve will be equality (led'BI = 'c2/IB2), and measuring 
the VCE voltage difference ffiV) between these points will 
give the values required for obtaining collector resistance, 
which is calculated as re;:: I'N/(IC2 -Icd. 
Connect the DlIT as shown in Figure 17. Figure 18 shows 
the measurement results. 

In this example, IC! :: 4mA, IC2 '" 8mA, IBl = 6mA, and 
182 = 12mA. Data at the marker and cursor points show 
the voltage change (fiV) to be 0.028 volts, so an re of 
7.0n is obtained. 

This example clearly shows that the 41458 can be used to 
accurately measure series collector resistances in low volt
age regions, making it particularly valuable in parametric 
analysis of CAD models. 

SMU-3 l .ffi I 
SMU-2 C � I la IV I, 

I I \� v, 
I, 

E 

[ ] SMU-I 
COM 

Figure 17. 
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Application Example 5: hFE - le CharacteriniCJ 

By making a few simple changes on the MEAS & DlSP 
MODE SET UP page of the measurement setup used in 
Application Example 2. the transistor's hFE-ic charac
teristics can be quickly obtained. The measurement setup 
is stored on the disc under me name ICBVBE, and can be 
recalled by performing the fonowing key sequence: 

8080G0G0( "'=,) 
Next, display the MEAS & DISP MODE SET UP page and 
perfonn the following key sequence: 

�0GG)G880G8 
88EJ[�88880 
G08E1ElB� 

The plotted hFE-lc curye will be similar to that shown in 
Figure 19. If the marker is used, hFE at various values of 
collector current can be read directly from the display. 
The hFE decay constant. can be read directly from the dis
play by using the line function 10 draw a line tangent to 
the linear portion of the hFE-lc curve as shown in Figure 
19. The line slope (GRAO) is equal to the decay constant. 

This measurement setup will be used again in SeClion 5, so 
store it on the disc under file name HFE I .  

Figure 19. 

Application Example 6: list Display 

In the preceding examples, measurement results were 
plotted on the GRAPHICS PLOT page. In this example, 
however. measurement results will be displayed in a list 
format. 

In this example, VARl will sweep base current and VARI 
will sweep collector-emitter voltage (VC) and qFE will 
be measured. 

Display the MEAS & DISP MODE SET UP page and per-
fonn the following key sequence: 

• 

GElElG 
The page will be as shown below. Press the 8 key 
and then the �Ikey. Each step vaJue of the VARl 
source VC w�ted in the left-most column; the 
step value of the VAR2 source IB wiU be enclosed in 
brackets above the table. Measurement results for hFE• 

.VB, and le will be listed in the remaining three columns. 
.only te"r"""'\'"ment SIr "I be diSP1l,y; it one time. 
Use the � , B , IIIlLL UP • and :::::.� softkeys to 
display additional measurement results. e LIST DIS
PLAY is shown in Figure 20. 

Figure 20. 
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Application Example 7: Schmoo Plot 

The Schmoo Plot is a three-dimensional (X-Y-Z) display in 
which five level-dependent, weighted symbols are used to 
indicate the relative values the measurement results along 
the Z-axis. When SCHMOO is selected on the MEAS & 
DISP MODE SET UP page, the VARI source and VAR2 
source are automatically selected for the X-axis and y. 
axis. respectively. The same measurement setup used in 
example 7 will be used in this example. Display the 
MEAS & DISP MODE SET UP page and then perfonn the 
following key sequence: [so+ooo 1 1  (XlN 1 1  H'"( I 
We must now defme the lower limit value that each 
symbol is to have. The weighting relationships are as 
follows: 

M > l» + >  > -
Denne the lower limit of each symbol in accordance with 
the figure below. (The lower limit of - is always zero.) 
When measurement is made. all hFE values higher than 
130 will be displayed as M ,  all values between 110 and 
130 �isplayed as 6, and so on. Now press 8 
and �. The resulting display will be similar to the 
one shown in Figure 2 1 .  To obtain the eret valr of hFE 
at each measurement point, press the CURSOI> softkey. 
This will highlight the symbol at the first measurement 
point and will display the Z·axis value, above the plot 
area. When looking at a Sctunoo Plot, think of the Z·axis 
as projecting out from the screen. 

�Ul6OlIi>IM AAU_II �6MI<IQ\N� 
'UOllUOlOI� 
�U"N�" �U!ol� ��UU"N �6UUU 

Figure 21. 

Application Example 8: Matrix Display 

When MATRIX is selected on the MEAS & DISP MODE 
SET UP page. measurement results obtained from one 
monitor channel or user function are displayed as a func
tion of the VARl source and the VAR2 source. 

The same measurement setup that was used in example 7 
will be used in this example. Display the MEAS & DlSP 
MODE SET UP page and perform the following key 
sequence: 1 lAATlIIx 1 I 0,.,. I 0 
Only one monitor channel or user function can be se
lected. 

Press the 8 key and then the (s".::;,.� key. The result· 
ing display will be similar to the one shown in Figure 22. 
Each step value of the VARI source Vc will be listed in 
the left·most column; each step value of the V AR2 source 

ID will be displayed in the top row of the table. hFE at 
each VARI-VAR2 step combination is displayed as shown 
in Figure 22. Only ten VARI measurement steps and 
three VAR2 measurement steps can be disPlred r one 
time. Use the I RtGHr I .  EJ. ! �l I .  and :'! soft
keys to display additional measurement results. 

Figure 22. 
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4. 2 Evaluating MOS Devices 

Application Example 9: Measuring Threshold Voltage 
(VT' of MOSFETs 

The threshold voltage 01" an enhancement type MOSFET 
is defined as the gate vohage required to cause a predeter
mined value of drain current to flow. In this example. VT 
is the gate voltage required to cause JOJ,LAofdraincurrent. 

Connect the OUT as shown in Figure 23. and setup the 
CHANNEL DEFINITION. SOURCE SET up. and MEAS 
& DISP MODE SET UP pages as shown at the right. The 
yARl source will sweep the gate voltage (VG), and the 
V AR2 source will sweep the source-substrate voltage 
(VSB)' Gale voltage (VG) will be linearly plotted along 
the X-axis and drain current (ID) will be logarithmically 
plotted along the Y-axis. 

Measurement results are shown in Figure 24. Here, the 
left·most CUl"\'e shows the drain current variations when 
substrate voltage (VSB) i� constant at DV. To obtain VT ,  
move the marker along the left·most CUl"\'e until ID := IOpA, then read the gate- voltage (X·axis) displayed above 
the plol area. In Figure 24, VT is 2.017 volts. 

Because of the device's body effect. threshold voltage 
changes as substrate voltage changes. Thus, ifVT1VsB = o  
is known, VT at any value o f  VSB can be calculated as 

where VTO is threshold "o!tage when VSB is zero, "'I is the 
body effect coefficient. and q,f is "the Fenni potential. 
Also, the body effect coefficient, 1', can be obtained from 
this equation. 

Note that the 41458 is capable of stable current measure. 
ments down to 1 pA. 

$MU-3 
I IVD ' ID 

rD---;"'1 A t-rl 
SMU - 2  SMU-� ! r+� SB I r+, 

i VG S 
I v;;-' t [ J���- I 

Figure 23. 
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Application. Example 10: Measuring Threshold Voltage 
{VT) of MOSFETs 

A freque'.ltly used method of measuring a MOSFET's 
threshold voltage is to bias the device such that the gate 
and drain are- always at the same potential and measure 
its characteristics in the saturation region. Drain current 
in the saturation region is calculated as 

ID := � (VGS - VT)l 

where � is the gain factor of the device and is expressed as 
1 W €ox 

-2JlL tox 
By taking the square root of both sides of the ID equa
tion, we find that the relationship between VTD and VGS 
is linear, with a slope of Vii crossing the X-axis. The point 
at which the slope crosses the X�axis is the threshold volt
age. Thus, 

v'lD = � (VGS - "T) 
The user function can be used to perfonn this cruculation 
during measurement. The Line Function can then be used 
to determine VT and 13. 
Set up the CHANNEL DEFINITION, SOURCE SET up, 
and MEAS & DlSP MODE SET UP pages as shown at the 
right. The user function must be defmed as I (mA) := 
",ID- IE3: Also, on the SOURCE SET UP page, the 
VARI' ratio must be specified. To do this, move the 
field-pointer to the VARI START field and then perfonn 
the following key sequence: I YoUIl RATIO I 8 C� 
This will insure that the gate and drain voltages, VG and 
VD , will be equal throughollt the measurement. Measure
ment results will be similar to thme shown in Figure 26. 
To obtain VT and �, draw a line along the linear portion 
of the curve. The X intercept (2.I3V in Figure 26) is VT• 
and the squ3Je of the line gradient (GRAD) is � (0.25 in 
Figure 26). 

SMU-2 �I I I 
I I 

. VG 

S MU - 3  IVD• I 

L--71 D SMU-4 � 1-+---<>7---1 _---;1, 
�l S B IL,------,,J 

VSB - 0 
S [ J  SMU- I 

COM 

Figure 25. Figure 26. 
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Application Example 11:  Measuring Transconductance 
(gm) of MOSFET$ 

The tr�nsconductance of a MOSFET is defined as the 
device's ability to vary draln current (output) in response 
to gate voltage (input) variations, with drain-source volt
age constant. In equation form 

_ .6 IDS I gm ---.6VGS VDS constant 

In this example, we will measure ID at five different 
values of drain voltage and use the user function to cal
culate and plot gm. 

Set up the CHANNEL DEFINITION, SOURCE SET UP, 
and MEAS & DlSP MODE SET UP pages as shown at the 
right. Define the user-function as 

GM (S) = 6ID/6VG 

Measurement results will be similar 10 Ihose shown in 
Figure 28. 

The marker can be used to obtain direct read-oul of gm 
at any bias point. Also, threshold voltage. VT• can be 
obtained by drawing a line as shown in Figure 28 and 
reading the displayed X intercept value. In Figure 28, VT 
is 2.18 volts. 

SMU-2 

$MU-3 

,------:-f: -011 : 1 ID 

o SMU-4 

Figure 27. 
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Application Example 12: Measuring Channel 
Conductance (Gds) 
of MOSFETs 

Channel conductance (Gds) is one of the most important 
parameters used in the design of MOSFET analog switch
ing circuits. For MOSFET biased for linear operation, Gds 
is defined as the ratio of drain current los to _�rain-source 
voltage Vos when Vos is near zero. In equation ronn 

Gds =�I VDS = 2� (VGS -VT) VOS "" 0 

During measurement, the drain must be held constant at 
SOmV in order to operate the device in the linear region. 
Gate voltage VG and substrate voltage VSB will then be 
swept and drain current ID will be measured. The user 
function will be used to calculate and plot Gds as a func
tion of VG . 

Connect the OUT as shown in Figure 29 and set up the 
CHANNEL DEFINITION, SOURCE SET UP, and MEAS 
& DISP MODE SET UP pages as shown at the right. 
Define the user function as 

GDS (S) = ID/VD 

Measurement results will be similar to those in Figure 30. 
The marker can be used to obtain direct read-out of 
channel conductance at any value of gate voltage. For ex
ample, moving the marker along the VSB = OV curve until 
VG "" 3.SV obtains a Gds of 1 .35mS (point B in Figure 
30). Threshold voltage, also, can be obtained by drawing 
a line between points A and B and reading the X inter
cept of the line. In Figure 3D, threshold voltage is 2.14 
volts. 

SMU-3 
�I IVD . ID I A I 

S M U - 2  D SMU -� 
I I I � Jr: �B I .�I 

0'T"�1 I I 
V. 

VSB G S 

[ J g��- l 
Figure 29. 
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4. 3 Evaluating Solar Cells 

This example shows how the 4145B can be used to 
evaluate solar cell parameters. The maximum output 
power, optimum operating voltage, and optimum operat
ing current of both single crystal silicon and amorphous 
silicon structures can be easily obtained. 

Connect the Dur as shown in Figure 31 and set up the 
CHANNEL DEFINITIOK, SOURCE SET UP, and MEAS 
& DISP MODE SET UP pages as shown at the right. 
Define the user function as 

P (W) = ! ' VF 

Figure 32 shows the output characteristics of a silicon 
solar cell under constant illumination by a solar simulator. 

By positioning the marker at the maximum power point, 
optimum operating voltage and current can be read direct
ly from the CRT. In lhis example, maximum output 
power is 8711W, optimum operating voltage is 2.975V, 
and optimum operating (urrent is 29.26,uA. 

Additionally, by makin!; a few simple changes to the 
measurement setup, short-circuit current Isc or open
circuit voltage Voc can be obtained. 

Single Crvstal Silicon 
Solar Cell 

SMU-3 

�?ll I I VF 

Single crystal silicon solar cell 

S MU - l  

Figure 31. 
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5. A UTO-SEQUENCE PROGRAMMING 
EXAMPLE 

This section describes the method of setting up the Auto
Sequence"to obtain four different bipolar transistor para
meter measurements, wilh a continuing plot connecting 
each measure�ent. The four measurement setups were 
stored in Application Examples. J ,  2, 3, and S. (Figure 

33) 

First, from the"'Menu page, press I �� I to display the 
Auto-Sequence Setup page. 

FigUre 33. 
As shown in Figure 34, enter the various commands using 
the Softke.ys and Data Entry Keys, then program Auto
Sequence by specifying the measurements, plot position 
and d imensions, and the measurement data recording se· 
quence, etc. Repeat all st�ps as directed until lhe program 
is complete. At any point where program execution 
should be halted for analysis, insert a PAUSE command_ 
(The program can be restarted with the B key.) 

••• �UTO SEOUENCE SET UP ••• 

Execution of the Aulo-Se uence program is started by 
pressing the AUTO SEQ START/SToP 

Figure 35 shows how the various characteristics and DC 
parameters of a DtJI' can be. automatically mearured, 
plotted, and stored using the 4J45S'sauto:sequence func
tion, 

To store the Auto-Sequence program on the diSC, attach 
the file n�e SIP to it and key in B 0 0 8 0 � . To re��lI it, kc:y in 8 000 0 E0 . . ' .  

, 
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6. SYSTEMIZATION 

One of the steps proven most effective in shortening the 
lead time between the conceptual stage and actual produc
tion of semiconductor devices is laboratory automation. 
A system capable of accurately measuring the various 
characteristics of a device and automatically extracting 
parameters for analysis to provide the design engineer 
with instant feedback is essential. 

Furthermore, such a system becomes even more import
ant as advances are made in VLSl techniques, and as more 
devices and circuits are designed using CAD simulation 
techniques. Here, 3 measurement system is called for that 
can extract model parameters constructed to duplicate the 
actual device with a high degree of accuracy, and feed 
them directly into the CAD system. 

The 4145B is desigrwd to function as the nucleus of a 
system that will meet these requirements and objectives. 
The configuration of an idealized system is shown in 
Figure 36. 

With the ability 10 measure DC characteristics of semi· 
conductor devices down to the iOO�V and I pA range 
- and its high sensitivity - a 414SB·based system will 
prove a valuable use! in both the R & D laboratory and 
in quality-control on the production line. lis capabilities 
in the lalter application include C-V measurements at 
frequencies ranging fr" m DC 10 IMlIz to evaluate junc

tion and oxide layer ,::apacilance, and to determine volt· 
age dependence characteristics. Other possibilities with 
the 41458 - 4275A Multifrequency LCR Meter'- 4140B 
pA Meter combination are the measurement of oxide 
layer thickness, and flat band voltage. 

HP-IB is used to pass program control between the con
troller and the various instruments and wafer prober. And 
in a system where device characteristics evaluation is the 
primary objective, the controller can be used to initially 
process the measurement data, then transmit it to the host 
computer. The host comeuter can then use this data to 
attach numerical values to device parameters and deter
mine distribution patterns. Interrelational diagrams be
tween parameters can be constructed to give the design 
engineer a powerful tool for use in designing effective 
working circuits. 

When the system is applied to model parameter extraction, 
the controller can use the measurement data to construct 
the model parameter for input into the CAD system. 

As shown in the system configuration diagram (Figure 
36), using the 41458 permits a completely automated 
semiconductor device measurement system to be as· 
sembled with far fewer individual instruments than pre
vious systems, improving cost-performance and device 
reliability at the same time. 

Silicon wafers 

4061A Semiconductor/Component 
Ten System 

41408 I.,.. 
J.-l 

pA Meter/DC 
Voltage Source � 

Switching 
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• High Fr&q. [ 41458 Hp·IB 
C-V Semiconductor fv-• DC C-V Parameter Analyzer g • Leakage 
Current 
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HP9000 ment Meesurement Series 300 
Computer G prober 

Figure 36. Automatic measurement system for CAD system 
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